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Abstract—In this paper we describe an experimental testbed to
empirically study the construction of Radio Environmental Maps
(REMs) in indoor environments. The testbed allows investigating
the characteristics and modeling of the radio environment for
indoor scenarios. The deployed system is a network of over
80 heterogeneous wireless spectrum sensors with signiﬁcantly
different measurement capabilities in an ofﬁce building consisting
of multiple rooms. As application examples we consider two
scenarios, one illustrating the indoor propagation conditions and
another showing temporal aspects of primary node activities as
observed by sensing devices. The observed phenomena strongly
indicate that development of general radio environment map
solutions for indoor use are extremely challenging, unless heterogeneity of spectrum sensors and non-linearity of propagation conditions is considered. Our measurement results advocate dynamic
construction of REMs instead of static solutions. We strongly
believe that the deployed testbed and obtained experimental data
can further facilitate research in the area of REMs.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The complexity of Radio Resource Management (RRM) in
the indoor environment is rapidly increasing due to the growing number of heterogeneous wireless nodes operating within
the buildings. Adding to this the already complex nature of the
radio environment, solutions based on human intervention and
manual optimization are becoming obsolete and inefﬁcient.
The dynamic characterization and management of the radio
environment [1], [2] are the main solutions proposed to the
above mentioned problems. In this context, Radio Environment
Maps (REM) paradigm has been suggested as a support for
RRM tools by providing a set of information that characterizes
the radio environment as accurate as possible [1]. Building
REMs for indoor environments is a real challenge due to
the complex characteristics of these environments in terms of
propagation and interference models, and their dynamics [3]–
[5]. Therefore, dynamic environmental characteristics based on
real time measurements are possible candidates to facilitate the
efﬁcient functioning of REMs in the indoor environment [6],
[7]. Our another motivation for this work is the existing
experimental research studying the outdoor environment for
Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) opportunities, which provided promising insights into the outdoor spatial and temporal
characteristics of received power levels [8], [9].

In this paper we describe the design and deployment of
the testbed that allows us studying the characterization and
modeling of the radio indoor environment based on spectrum measurements from heterogeneous spectrum sensors. The
testbed is deployed over the area of 240 m2 that spans several
rooms with both non load-bearing (paper) and bearing (semiconcrete) walls, the testbed allows to realistically study the
indoor propagation conditions as perceived by three types
of sensor devices. These device types, namely USRP2 [10],
WARP [11] and TelosB [12], display a wide range of sensing
and processing capabilities and to some extent reﬂect the
characteristics that can be expected from a realistic heterogeneous network deployment. The testbed allows investigating
the effect from both controlled and real user mobility as (a)
some of the signal sources can be deployed on top of a toy
train, and (b) a part of the testbed operates in a laboratory that
is regularly used by varying number of people. Therefore, the
testbed fulﬁlls the necessary requirements for heterogeneity
in both environmental and the hardware aspects of spectrum
sensors to facilitate the study of both spatial and temporal
spectral aspects of indoor environment in the context of
cognitive wireless research.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
describes our deployment setup. In Section III we discuss the
measurement results illustrating spatial and temporal signal
patterns that can be observed using the testbed. Section IV
draws conclusion remarks and gives directions for future work.
II. T ESTBED D ESIGN AND D EPLOYMENT
We have carried out the testbed deployment in a typical
ofﬁce space to study the implications of device sensitivity,
sampling rates, and the spatial dependencies on REMs in a
representative indoor environment. As described in the introduction our testbed fulﬁls the major requirements enabling
the experimental research of indoor radio environment maps.
These are: the diversity of the environment (e.g. different
structures of the walls, diverse furniture placements in the
rooms) and the space covered by the testbed; heterogeneity
of spectrum sensors; support for different user activity and
mobility patterns; and operation over multiple frequencies,
enough to accommodate several independent channels [13].

TABLE I
M EASURED SENSITIVITY RANGES AND EXECUTION TIMINGS FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF SPECTRUM SENSORS .
Spectrum
sensors

WARP
USRP2
TelosB

Fig. 1.

Calibrated linear
measurement range

Onboard execution timings
(without PC communication)

Timings for spectrum sensing with communication delay
to the PC for different frequency bandwidths

Min

Max

Spectrum sampling

Channel switching

Interface

5 MHz

20-25 MHz

2.402 -2.482 GHz

-90 dBm
-75 dBm
-90 dBm

-20 dBm
-25 dBm
-10 dBm

1.4 μs (RSSI)
50 ns (IQ)
70 μs (RSSI)

22 μs
200 μs
740 μs

Ethernet
Ethernet
UART

–
2.02 ms
3.5 ms

30 μs (22 MHz)
0.53 ms (20 MHz)
9.1 ms (25 MHz)

132 μs
5.23 ms
25.9 ms

The deployment map of different devices in an area of 12 m×20 m.

Fig. 2. Snapshot of a typical setup on an ofﬁce table with a WARP board,
a USRP2 board and three TelosB nodes attached to a PC. All the devices are
uniquely accessible remotely via the LAN.

In our deployment setup, we have used 60 TelosB nodes,
20 USRP2 boards and 8 WARP boards. Fig. 1 shows the
testbed deployment map in the ofﬁce building consisting of
ﬁve rooms. We have also deployed embedded PCs interfaced
to these devices. The embedded PCs are part of the ofﬁce
LAN infrastructure so that the measurements can be controlled
centrally through a remote machine. Furthermore, being part
of the backbone, all the machines are synchronized using
Network Time synchronization Protocol (NTP) [14]. Fig. 2
shows a typical deployment setup on an ofﬁce table. We
have developed spectrum sensing applications [15], [16] with
ﬂexible controlling APIs for all types of spectrum sensors
and corresponding software scripts to enable efﬁcient remote
testbed control that includes conducting multiple repetitive
experiments and gathering of the data in a systematic manner.
All the considered spectrum sensors operate in 2.4 GHz ISM
band. Rice University’s WARP SDR boards [11] and USRP2

boards from Ettus Research [10] have a sensing bandwidth
of 22 MHz and 20 MHz respectively. Crossbow Inc. TelosB
platforms [12] clocked at 4 MHz are transceivers with sensing
bandwidth of 5 MHz. It should be noted that WARP and
TelosB boards report the spectrum readings directly in terms of
RSSI values, whereas USRP2 boards use two input channels
for I and Q samples, which are then converted on the host
PC into the power readings. Our spectrum sensing choice
clearly falls into three distinct classes with different sensitivity
levels and hardware capabilities. WARP board is a high end
SDR platform providing extremely fast spectral data samples,
USRP2 is a medium grade SDR platform, while TelosB
represents a low-end device for spectrum sensing. Table I1
summarizes the limits of sensing capabilities of all device
types, which are dictated by their hardware capabilities and
software applications that were developed for this testbed.
We have carefully proﬁled and then calibrated to the linear
operating range the considered types of spectrum sensors by
feeding a referenced signal from E4438C signal generator
directly over a coaxial cable (see Table I). We have observed
that the inconsistencies and biases among the devices of the
same type are acceptably low. We also observed that USRP2
devices show strong non-linear behavior for low received
powers, especially for levels below -75 dBm. Compared to
the external monopole antennas for USRP2 and WARP boards,
TelosB nodes have obviously slightly higher attenuation due
to inverted F microstrip antenna.
As signal sources we used a programmable Agilent’s
E4438C signal generator and TelosB nodes. In this work
for the continuous transmissions the E4438C generator was
conﬁgured to produce QPSK modulated signal with 20 Msps
and transmission power of 20 dBm. TelosB nodes were used to
generate multi-source and moving signals, as well as periodic
ON-OFF patterns following non-uniform distributions. These
signals were produced using the test mode of CC2420 radio
transceiver chip [17] on TelosB. The chip provides a continues
5 MHz wide signal with most of the power concentrated in a
bandwidth of 2 MHz. The transmit power was set to 0 dBm.
III. E XAMPLES OF O BTAINED R ESULTS
In this section we give illustrative examples of results that
can be obtained using this testbed. We have considered two
fundamental scenarios for this work. First we have studied the
1 As most of the processing for USRP2 boards are happening to the host
PC, its conﬁguration inﬂuences the performance of the spectrum sensor. In
our test we have used Core i7 based PC with Ubuntu x64 10.04 OS. The
timing values for USRP2 are averaged over 10000 samples.
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where Pi (dBm) is the power received by node i, di is the
distance between the sender and node i, and Ci is any further
covariate value for node i to be used in the model. We have
experimented with linear ﬁtting (a) using only information on
the distances di to the transmitter, and (b) adding Ci as the
number of walls between the sender and the node i, as shown
in Fig. 4. All walls are assumed to be homogenous with β
corresponding to the drop in the received power per wall. We
obtained the estimates K̂, α̂ and β̂ for the propagation model
2 Before

proceeding to the experiments, we studied the marginal densities
of the results considering each type of sensors and the overall distribution
of the received noise levels. We observed close-to-normal distributions of the
received power for the noise, as sensed by different types of devices.
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Indoor propagation characteristics play one of the central
roles in a number of application scenarios for REMs [18]. On
the example of the constant signal transmitted by the E4438C
signal generator we illustrate in Fig. 3 the overall distribution
of received power readings as observed by different devices
in the experimental indoor environment. The received power
levels indicate a high variance in the measurements obtained
by closely located sensors of the same, as well as of the different, types. This is due to the effect of propagation multipath,
as one can observe non-linear and even non-monotonically
decreasing function of the distance (cf. Fig. 4).
As an illustration we ﬁt the data to the linear equation
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A. Inﬂuence of Propagation Environment

Pi (dBm) = K − α log10 (di ) − βCi ,
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spatial aspects with a single transmitter sending a constant
signal from the largest room (see Fig. 1). Then we have considered the implications of a moving transmitter. Finally, we
have generated periodic ON-OFF signal patterns illustrating
the temporal spectral aspects as observed by heterogeneous
spectrum sensors2 .
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Fig. 3. Mean received power at the devices in dBm in an area of 12 m×20 m.
Figure on the left shows data for USRP2 boards; the right ﬁgure displays data
for TelosB nodes. The ﬁlled squares represent the position of the transmitter.
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Fig. 4. Boxplots of the received power levels for the spectrum sensors at
different distances to the transmitter, and results of linear ﬁtting using the
information on distances to the Tx and the walls. The ﬁgures show (from the
top) the data for WARP boards, USRP2 devices and TelosB nodes.

parameters by simple least squares regression. For each ﬁt we
also studied the distribution of the residual estimation errors
Pi (dBm) − P̂i (dBm) = Pi (dB) − K̂ + α̂ log10 (di ) + β̂Ci (2)
as well as their dependency on the distances di and the
chosen covariates. Our experiments have shown that the linear
ﬁtting with information only on the locations of the receivers
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Fig. 5. Observed signals by the USPR2 board located near the moving
transmitter. The left ﬁgure show the time series spectral data, whereas the
right ﬁgure potrays the auto-correlation function (ACF) of the spectral data.

resulted in average estimation errors of 5.68 dB, 5.71 dB and
7.19 dB for WARPs, USRP2s and TelosB nodes respectively.
The additional data on the number of walls between the
transmitter and the receivers reduced the respective errors to
3.78 dB, 5.3 dB and 6.8 dB. These results indicate that, as
expected, the classical propagation models do not ﬁt well the
indoor environment and more complex, maybe even non-linear
models, have to be dynamically constructed or tuned to be
applicable to the particular indoor conditions [5], [7].
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Fig. 6. The output of a WARP board receiving a strong signal, located at the
distance of 0.5 meters from the transmitter. The top ﬁgure shows the received
power levels and the estimated states ON-OFF activities of the transmitter.
The lower ﬁgure portrays the estimated density of the received power levels.
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C. ON-OFF Transmitter Patterns
In this scenario we illustrate the temporal structure of the
power levels as observed by spectrum sensors. The basic
characterizations of a duty cycled transmitter are the durations
of the active (ON) and inactive (OFF) periods. The accurate
estimation of the duty cycles, as well as ON-OFF activity
periods can signiﬁcantly enhance the channel sensing and
selection processes for DSA networks [9], [19].
One may distinguish between several application scenarios
for temporal spectrum sensing data:
1) estimation of ON and OFF power levels to determine if
the channel is currently occupied;
2) estimation of several power levels, basically power-level
clustering, is useful, for example to perform optimization
of MAC-layer parameters or to try to identify multiple
signal sources in the network;
3) prediction of the occupancy time for a particular frequency band.
Our testbed allows detecting signals with fairly high temporal resolution (see Table I) that is appropriate to record both
packet-level and session-level behaviors in the packet-based

ON/OFF estimates

The experiments with the mobile transmitter were carried
out using a TelosB node as a signal source, which was placed
on top of a model train moving with a constant speed of 5 m/s
located as shown in Fig. 1. This resulted in a highly repetitive
transmitter mobility patterns with short term variations caused
in part by fast fading. While fast fading clearly severely
affects the results, it is still possible to detect the underlying
periodicity, at least given short correlation time for the channel
as can be observed from Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7. The output of a WARP board receiving a weak signal, located at
the distance of 11 m from the transmitter across the semi-concrete wall. The
top ﬁgure shows the received power and the estimated ON-OFF states of the
transmitter. The lower ﬁgure portrays the estimated density of the readings.

networks, for example IEEE 802.11g wireless networks. We
have also programmed the TelosB nodes to generate energy
levels with timings accurately following various ON-OFF
distributions. These signals are useful to systematically study
in practice the applicability of various sensing algorithms. The
minimal duty cycle duration for these signals is 100 ms.
Fig. 6 shows ON-OFF activity patterns obtained from a
single transmitter, which is a TelosB node generating a narrow-

band 5 MHz signal with ON-OFF periods following a gamma
distribution. The duty cycle of the signal is 25%, with average
ON period of 1.25 seconds and variance of 20%. The results
are obtained from two WARP boards placed at different
distances from the transmitter. As shown in Fig. 6 and 7 the
density functions of the received power by these boards are
signiﬁcantly different and additional processing is needed to
estimate the distributions of the received power corresponding
to ON and OFF periods for the weak signal.
Depending on the application scenario mechanisms of different complexity have to be applied for data post-processing.
For the ﬁrst two scenarios for application of temporal data,
when the environmental conditions are relatively stable and
difference between power levels is signiﬁcantly large, often
very simple techniques can be used (a sample signal is shown
in Fig. 6). For e.g., the local minima of the density functions of
the data can serve as a thresholds for distinguishing between
different power levels. For weaker signals we can use moving
average to smooth the data beforehand. This will ease the data
analysis at the cost of losing some of the data granularity.
However, if the propagation conditions are severe or we
want to extract additional information from the data to enable the third application scenario, we require more complex
processing. We have utilized the combination of Hidden SemiMarkov Models (HSMM) [20], [21] to determine the distribution of durations of ON and OFF periods that are used
to predict the channel occupancy duration [22], as well as
to distinguish between different power levels. These results
can be used as a basis when studying MAC-layer sensing
solutions for cognitive wireless networks. The learning of
HSMM structure resulted in quite accurate estimations of the
distributions of ON and OFF periods. For instance, we have
observed up to %1 accuracy in estimation of the duty cycle.
Furthermore, we have applied the estimated model as one of
the prior inputs to the Viterbi algorithm [21], [23], which
resulted in accurate classiﬁcation of spectrum samples into
the ON and OFF states, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented the experimental testbed
for studying the implications indoor environments pose to
cognitive radio technologies relying on power spectrum sensing. We provided sample results related to both spatial and
temporal aspects of this problem. Our data is obtained from a
unique dataset generated by a 80+ node measurement network
consisting of highly heterogeneous spectrum sensors. Based on
this dataset, we showed the differences between the measurements carried out by various sensor types. We also observed
the effects of fast-fading and mobility that can drastically
affect the received power and lead to misinterpretation of the
readings. In the spacial domain we recorded major variations
in the data gathered by the nearby nodes. All of this strongly
indicates that development of general radio environment map
solutions for indoor use will be extremely challenging and,
it is likely that the dynamic approach to constructing REMS
has to be adopted. We believe that more measurement-driven

theoretical and modeling work is required to understand the
network-wide behavior of the indoor radio environment.
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